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Abstract. First-order formulas are used to specify various ways of acceptance of w-languages by 
(deterministic) finite automata, and we study the relationship between the ‘arithmetic* hierarchy 
of the formulas in prenex normal form and the topological hierarchy of the accepted o-languages. 
Among other things it is proved that the w-languages accepted by finite automata under the 
accepting conditions specified by S1 -type formulas are precisely open o-regular languages, those 
accepted under the conditions specified by &-type formulas coincide with the o-regular languages 
which are denumerable unions of closed sets, and that as long as the accepting conditions are 
specified by first-order formulas the accepted o-languages remain to be m-regular. 
1. Introduction 
Finite automata have been used to define not only languages but also w-languages, 
e., the sets of w-words (or o-sequences) aoalar - l l over some alphabet. In the 
ase of usual languages (of finite words), there is the standard notion of acceptance, 
amely the one to specify the set of final states. On the other hand, in the case of 
p-languages there is a variety of notions of acceptance. 
Suppose M is a finite automaton, and cy = aoaia, l - . is an w-word over the input 
Iphabet. Let Run M( (w) denote the set of states vv hi:h M visits in reading cy, and 
:$&‘(a) denote the set of states which M visits infinitely often in reading (Y. Then 
,me definitions in the literature of the acceptance of w-words by M can be expressed 
‘; follows: 
(1) Run “‘(su)nF#& 
(2) Run”‘( cu) G F, 
(3) Run”(ru) c 3, 
w __ Run*‘(a)nF’#V), 
0) Run”(ar) E E 
(6) Run”(+ 9. 
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In ( I), (2) (4) and (5), F is a set of states, and in (3) and (6), 9 is a family of sets 
of states. 
There are some other definitions. For instance, the ‘dual acceptance’ [3,4] is the 
one to specify a family {( Li, Ui)l i = 1.2, . . . , k} of pairs of sets of states and an 
o-word cy is said to be accepted if and only if Run”(a) n Li = fl and Run”(a) n Ui # 
0) for some i. But this notion is known to be equivalent to (6) above; that is, the 
class of w-languages defined by dual acceptance is equal to the class of those accepted 
in the sense of (6). One also finds [2,5] the following types of acceptance: 
(1)’ Run”(cu)nFffl for some FE%, _- 
(2)’ F Run%x)c for so.me F E 9, 
(4)’ Ftun”‘(cr)nF#B forssme FEN, 
(5)’ Run”(a) c F -- for some FE 3, 
where .9 is a family of sets of states. But it is also known that the class of w-languages 
accepted in the sense of (i)’ (i = 1,2,4,5) equals the class of those accepted in the 
sense of (i). Besides these equivalences, various interrelationship and other proper- 
tie\ of these classes have been established (see [l-6]). 
Now a question arises: Can we think of any other kind of acceptance by finite 
automata to define a new interesting class of w-languages? Our work towards this 
question is motivated by the observation that all the conditions mentioned above 
and \ome others can he expressed by certain first-order formulas; that is. the one 
u hose atomic formulas are either (i) P,( t). meaning the finite automaton is in the 
\tatt’ s at time 1, (ii) C = t’, or (iii) t < t’, where t and t’ are terms of the form i+ u 
or II for an integer variable i and a constant rr (20). For example, the statement 
i 4 1 above can be expressed as V ,, F VEij((i < i) A P,( i)). 
The first problem we are concerned with in this paper is: When we define the 
itcccptancc by these first-order formulas. what do we get as the w-languages accepted 
tllercb>? ,4ftcr providing the necessary definitions in the next section, we prove in 
3cction 3 that the class of such w-languages is precisely the class IF4 of o-languages 
:icceptcd in the sense of (6), which are called o-regular languages. 
The next problem we are interested in is a hierarchy of the w-regular languages 
hased on the complexity of the formulas. We define classes of o-languages 2:;’ and 
Uf;’ for n 2 0. as the arithmetic hierarchy in the theory of recursive functions, based 
tirrt he alternation of the quantifiers 3 and V in the defining formulas in prenex 
r~cwmd f<trm. We prove in Section 4 that the classes of co-languages accepted in the 
‘UM of ( 1 1, l. 2). 1-3 ). (4) and (5) above are precisely the classes ry, JI’& r$’ n Hk’. 
11 ;: ;md Z>‘. re\p~~tively. It is also shown in Section 3 that r’!j’ = I7 _y’ = Xi’ = II;’ = 
. - . = 1;E. 
I-rctm these results it seems reasonable to say that the list ( 1 )-+I exhausts the 
natural ways of acceptance of w-languages by (deterministic) finite automata. In 
Sc’Aon 5. wc remark on a ‘machine-independent‘ version of the first-order deL$crip- 
t LO11 of wI;Ii1gl;1p3. 
2. Preliminaries 
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We call a mapping ~1 from N = (0, 1,2, . . .} to an alphabet C an w-wcrd over 2, 
and write cy = a,,ala, l . l , where a,, = a(n) (n~:Nb For each n, the prefix 
aoaI 9 l l ammI of ~1 of length n is denoted by c.u[n]. To mean that a finite word x is 
a prefix of cy, we write x < ti. In this paper, unless otherwise stated, we assume that 
cy, /3, y stand for w-words over .E; A, B, C for o-languages over C (i.e., sets of 
w-words over 2); x and y for (finite) words over 2; and L and K for languages 
(of finite words) over C. We denote the set of all o-words over C by C”, and that 
of all words over C by C* as usual. The empty word is denoted by E. 
For a sequence of nonempty words xl), x1, x2,. . . over C,‘there is a unique u-word 
LY such that 
X{).YI l * z s, < a (rz=O,1,2 ,... ). 
We will write x,,x,x’~ l . - for this CL For any languages L and K, WC define 
LK”=(xy,y,y, - - Ixr L, yl, y,, . . . E K +}}. 
The w-language of the form 1 J:‘= 1 L,Kw, where each I_, end Ki are regular languages 
(c E*’ r is called an w-regular language, and the class of them is denoted by Iw. It is 
known (see, e.g., [I]) that the class [w is closed under Boolean operations, projections, 
and inverse of projections. Here a projection means a mapping f : Jiy -+ Z:y such that 
f(%V, * - -) =f’[o,,)f’(a,)f’(u,) . - m (a,,, a,. I . .C,rll , 
for a mapping _/+’ : 2, + 2:. 
Suppose A4 = (S, C, 6, so) is a (deterministir) finite automaton with the finite set 
S of states, the input alphabet A’, the transition function 6: S X E + S, and the initial 
state so (E S). (We do not include the usual ‘set of accepting states’ in the definition 
of A4 The reason will be clear from what follows.) Extend the transition function 8 
to 6: s X ,v* + S as usual (by S( s, E) = s, S(s, xn) = S(ci(s, x), 0 j). Then we define 
the mapping RUI?’ : z’” + S” by 
Run.“( cu) = s,,s, Jo . . l , 
where s,, = S(s(,, CI$I]), r2 = 1, 2,. . . . We also define 
Run”( Ly ) = {so, sl, s7, . . .} 
and 
Run”‘@) =(s E Sl s = s,, for infinitely many n), 
where s, ‘s are as above. When M is clear from the context, we may suppress the 
superscript M and simply write Run, Run and Run. 
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Stqpose F is a subset of S and 9 is a family of subsets of S. We define the 
following five types of acceptance of o-languages by the pair (M, F) or (A$%): 
Run(a)nF#@}, 
Run(a) E F}, 
Run(a) n F # (3}, 
Run(a) G F}, 
It has been proved that the class of o-languages of the form O(M, 9) (the u-language 
acccptcd by the ‘Muller automaton’ (A4, 9)) is equal to the class Iw of w-regular 
languages, and it properly includes 44i, Cb,, &, CD3, where QDi stands for the class of 
o-languages of the form Oi(M, F) (i = 1,2,3,4). From the definition it is clear that 
C+ (Cb+ resp.) is the class of complements of sets in CD, (0,). 
It is also known that we can take the set 2”” as the metric space with the metric 
function 
tit LY, f3 ) = 
{ 
0 if (Y =p, 
l/min(rrI c~[n] # p[n]} otherwise. 
Let G (IF, r+p.) be the class of open sets (closed sets) of the metric space. let G’ 
UF ‘. rasp.) be the class of denumerable intersections (unions) of open sets (closed 
\t’ts,). :mcil (.zt Q” (IF”, r-esp. ) be the class of denumerable unions (intersections) of 
\cts in G’ (Vi. Then the subclasses 0, - CD4 of R are characterized as CD, = G nR, 
0, =Fr:W. 03=G’nR, 0, =lF’nR, and II8 is included in G”nlF”. Therefore each 
$0, is c!osed under finite union and finite intersection (see, e.g., [ 1,5,6]). 
Yaw with each finite automaton M = (S , z’, S, sol we associate a class 0’ first-order 
formulas. called M-formulas. The language underlying the M-formulas consists of: 
- cnuntably many variables, 
-xon\tant symbol 0. 
- ftl&tion qmbc\J J 
WC it ill u\c i. j. k t poAbl[ with subscript4 f for v;\riahlrs. and t, t’ for arbitrary terms < 
of the language. and &, 44 x for M-forrliuias. We abbreviate terms of the form 
fiih ft fh),. . . iis i+ 1, i+2.. , . . respectively. and similarly f(O), f( f(O)). . . . as 
I ’ . I.. . . . nycct iqb clv. Then the AI-Jormulas are defined recursively as follows: 
( I I t- t‘. I = t’, I’,[ I) for tzch s in S xt‘ Momic) M-formulas. 
! 2) It’ 4 and r!i arc .Il-fol tijulas and i is a variable, then 4 L’ 41, -14, and 3i& are 
.il -formulas. 
( 3 1 Nothing else is :m .+,&formula. 
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As usual we use abbreviations like +A $, 4 + I+$ ++, V~C#J. We may simply say 
‘formulas’ instead of M-formulas provided there is no fear of confusion. 
Suppose 4 is an M-formula, and cy is an w-word over Z: We define the cy- 
interpretation of 4 as follows: The domain of the interpretation is the set N = 
(0, 1,2, . . .} of natural numbers. The constant symbol 0 is interpreted as the natural 
number 0, the function symbol f is interpreted as the successor function on N, and 
the predicate symbols < and = are as the ordinary ‘less than’ and ‘equal to’ relation 
on NJ. Finally, when t assumes the value n in N, P,(t) is interpreted as Run? a)(n) = s. 
The logical symbols and quantifiers are interpreted just as usual. For example, if 4 
is the M-formula 
Vi3j3k(& jA j< k pI P,(j)A P,rl(k)), 
where s and s’ are members of S, then for any o-word CY over C, c:3 is true under 
the a-interpretation if and only if both s and s’ appear in Rut?(a) infinitely many 
times. 
For any closed M-formula (i.e., an M-formula without free variables) 4, we say 
4 defines the o-language 
A( M, 4) = {(Y E C”’ I+ is true under the cY-interpretation). 
Finally, we define types $p, IZfp (n = 0, 1,2, . . .) of M-formulas. Suppose C$ is an 
M-formula of the form 
where e,a l(1 <PC n), i,,,, . . . , in,e, are different variables, Q is V or 3 according 
as II is even or odd, and $ is an open M-formula (that is, an M-formula which 
contains no quantifiers). Then we say C#J is an M-formula of type 2:. The M-formula 
of type IIf: is similarly defined with 3 and V interchanged. In particular, we say 
open M-formulas are of type _‘6 and 17:;“. For each n 2 0, we denote by .ZI;” (or 
I7!:, resp.) the class of o-languages of the form A(M, 4) with M-formulas (b of 
type Z!t’ (or G$‘), and denote the class Z’z n EI: by A’,f’. 
3. Characterization of (w 
In this section we prove that w-regular languages are precisely the w-languages 
defined by M-formuias, and the class of them is equal to 2: and II_?. 
Theorem 1. For any dosed M-formula 4, A(?.:, 3) is an w-regular language. 
Proof. We first extend the definition of A(M, 4) to all M-formulas #J (rather than 
just for closed M-formulas), and prove the theorem by induction on the structure 
>f M-formulas. 
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Let I’={O, l}, and for each n > 0 define the alphabet 
r”={(a,b,,b,,...,b,,)laEr;, b,, b2 ,..., b,dJ. 
For each w-word cy and natural numbers ml, m2,. . . , m, let C,,(Q, m,, m2,. . . , m,) 
denote the set of o-words y over & such that 
y(m) = (a(~), b,, EL,. . . v b,), 
bp = 
1 
0 if m < mp, 
1 if m=m, (p=l,2 ,..., n). 
For example, C&Y, 2,X 0) denotes the set of w-words y over & = Z: X I’” such that 
where LI~,U~ s l - = a and each * represents either 0 or 1. When II = 0, we identify 
C’,,t CY ) with thlz singleton (a}. 
Then for each M-formula t#@, , iz, . . . , i,,) with free variables included in 
i,, L, . . . . i, ( n 2 O), we define 
NM Hi,, i,. . . . , i,,)) - 
4J (C,,b. r?ri, fIrI,. . . m,,)lqWn,, mz,. . . , m,,) 
is true under the cu-interpretation}, 
wht:rc cfi( m , , . . . , m,,; is the formula obtained from 4 by substituting I)E~, . . . , m,, 
for free occurrences of i, , . . . , i,,. respectively. We will prove that these sets are 
;~lwys w-regular. 
( 1 1 Suppose t$ is the atomic formula P,( i). Then by definition we have 
= iJ{C,( LX, m) i P.,( ~2) is :rw under the cr-interpretation} 
where L is the tegular language (c-X*) accepted by the finite automaton M by 
i 
\pecifving s as the un!que final state, and /I: E* + I ‘T is the homomorphism defined 
o 
I 
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When 4 is the atomic formula i < j, we have 
NM 46 j)) = 




= 0 adi 
0 
Thus we see that AUK 4) is w-regular in these two cases. Other cases where 
cb(k j,. . . , k)areatomicformulassuchasP,(i+n),i<j+n,i+n=j,i+n--m,etc. 
(rz, m a 0) can be treated similarly and we omit the proofs. 
(2) When # is of the form l+(iI, iz, . . . , i,), we have 
A(M, 4(il, i2?, . . . , i,,)) = B - AM @(i,, . . . , i,)), 
where 
= I’? C%a, h, b2, . . . , b,,) E C, 1 bp = l)c. 
p=l 
The class R of w-regular languages is closed under finite intersection and com- 
plementation. Therefore if A(M, $) is m-regular, then so is .Cr.(M, 4). 
(3) AS for the disjunction, consider the case where 4 is +(i, j) v x(i, k). If 
A(M W, j)) and NM, x( j, k)) (C r?) are o-regular, then clearly so are 
AM tiCki, k)) and NM x(i, j, k)) (2 I’?). Hence, NM, @(i,h k)) = 
NM @(i, j, k)) u NM, x(i, j, k)) is also w-regular. A similar argument applies to 
the general case and we see that if A(M JI) and A( M, X) are w-regular languages 
then so is .A(M, $ v x). 
(4) Finally, if 4 is of the form 3i&(i,, i2,. , . , i,), then ACM, 4(iZ, iZ,. . . , i,)) = 
11 (A( M, $( i,, iz, . . . , i,,))), where h: r; + I’:_ 1 is the projection defined by 
h(a, b,, b2,. . . , b,,) = (a, bz,. . . 7 h,). 
Therefore A(M, 4) is w-regular if so is A( M, rc/). This completes the inductive proof 
of the theorem. q 
The converse of Theorem 1 is also true. 
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Theorem 2. For any w-regular language A, there exists a closed M-forriwla 4 such 
thutA(M,qb)=A. 





We can refine the above result as follows. 
Theorem 3. For any A E R there are finite automata M, M’ and open formulas $, +’ 
ha aing free uariahles i, j, k such that 
A = A(M, 3iVj3k$(i, j. k)) 
= A( M’, ViZljVk+‘( i, j, k)). 
Proof. We will prove only for 3iVj3k$( i, j, k j because l.R is closed under the 
operation of complement. 
Let 34, = !S1. Z 6,. soI) be a finite automaton and 3 be a class of subsets of S, 
\uch t kit A = OLW,, 3% Let rr be max{[*). IS,i}, where 1 1 denotes :he cardinality 
of sets, 
We construct another finite automaton M2 = (S,, C, S,, so2). Intuitively, M2 simu- 
lates MI. and at the same time counts the time module tz. Formally, S2 is the set 
{(s. h)lsE S1, 1 dzs Iz), s,,? is is{,,, l), and S2 is defined by F,((s, h), a)= 
!S,(s, II), h’). where h’= h+ 1 if ft c tr--- 1 and h’= 1 if II = n. 
FK each FE 9 and s 6, we can construct open M-,-formulas 
k I.f ( il. x2J j). ,y3_\( k) having the following intuitive meaning: 
x1 .! I i) Rat time i. the second component h of the state of MI! is such 
that 11 s 131 and F is the 11th element of 9; 
,t:,,b jWat time j, the second component /I of the state of M2 is such 
that h s IS,1 and s is the 11th 6lement 
~_~.,(k)eat time k, s is the first component of 
I’hcn, for each cy. we have the following equivalence: 
of s,; 
the state of M-,. 




v (Adi) A I\ (xdj) + xx.5 (k))))) 
r-1 .F \.‘t I. 
= A M7, 3iVj3k 
( ((j~i-J$( 





,,s XiJ- (G A AI_ (X2.s’W + X.?.%W~ * I 
The last M2-formula is of the desired form. 0 
Corollary 4. For any o-language A the following six conditions are equit:alent: 
AER. 
AC.$:’ !. 31. 
.4 E x’,;( ( II -= 3 1. 
A E II’,; (rl a 3. 
A= A(M, 3iVj3krC/) 
for a finite automaton M and an open M-formula 41. 
A = A(M, Vi3jtlk$4 
for a finite automaton M and an open Wformula +!L 
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In 4osing this section, we mention a characterization of IF&! which is a direct 
consequence of t.+e proof of Theorem 1. 
Corollary 5. The class of o-regular languages is the smallest class including CD1 (or 
0,) and closed under Boolean operations and projections. 
Compare Corollary 5 with the fact that R is the class of projective images of the 
sets in OJ, and also is the Boolean closure of QD3 (see e.g., [l]). 
4. Characterization of Gl, On QD3, 0, 
111 this section we characterize O,, CL, CD3, Cl& by means of forms of M-formulas. 
Theorem 6. For any fed- language A the following three conditions are equivalent: 
(3) A = A( M, 3J/) j’or CL finite automaton M and an open M-formula 4. 
A similar result holds when 6&, ,;f;‘y, 3 are replaced by O,, II:“, V. respectitlely. 
/ 
Proof. We prove 4;;- :&?equivalence for 0, because the equivalence for 6& 
Mows from it applied to the complement Y’ - A. 
(l)=?(3). Suppose that A= i;,( M, F) with a finite automaton M = (S, C, 8, so) 
and a set of states E Let <ib e the M-formula 3i VsC fz PS( i). Then b) definition we 
have A= O,(M, F) = A(M, 4). 
U)*(2). Evident. 
(2)*(l). Let 3i, . l * 3i&(i,, . . . , i,) be a closed M-formula defining A, where 
V’J is open. We may assume that $ &es not contain 1 because we can eliminate --I 
by 
+&)(3 11 P,,is;.-iv t’ c3t’<fv t= t’, If = t’c+ 1’ < t v t < t’. 
s’.” \ 
The proof of Theorem I shows that if C/I is an atomic A? formula then A(M, 4) 
is in GJ (that is, open). Hence, fijr any numbers IFZ,, . . . , nt,,, A(M, $+?I,, . . . , m,)) 
is ~~bt~ined from sets in G by finite union and finite intersection. Hence it is in 6. 
Therefore we have 
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Corollary 7. For any o-language A in C” the following four conditions are equivalent: 
(1) AdllnOz. 
(2) AEA:. 
(3) A~Afoa(=Xt =l7:). 
(4) A = LC” for a finite subset L of 2*. 
Proof. The equivalence of (1) and (2) follows from Theorem 6 and the definition 
of Afia. For the equivalence of (1) and (4), see, e.g., [ti]. Clearly (4) implies (3) and 
(3) implies (2). Cl 
Theorem 8. For any w-language A the following three coriditions are equivalent: 
(1) APO+ 
(2) ANY. 
(3) A= A(M,Vi3j+) f or a finite automaton M and an open M-formula rl/. 
A similar result holds when 03, fly, W, 3 are replaced by 04, Zy, 3, V, respectively. 
Proof. We prove only the equivalence for 03. 
(l)+(3). For any finite automaton M = (S, C, 6, so) and a set of states F, we 
obviously have &(M, F) = A(M, c$), where 4 is Vi3j (i < j A vsi r- Ps( j)). 
(3)+ (2). Evident. 
(2)+ ( 1). The proof is the same as that of (2)=+ (1) of Theorem 6 except that 
we use 
A = A( M, Vi! . . . Vi,,3j, . . . 3j, $I( iI, . . * , iP, j,, . . . , jH)) 
(0 is over all m,, . , . , m,, and I J is over all n,, (1 . . , n,). Cl 
Corollary 9, For any w-language A the following three conditions are equivalent. 
(I) A E 03 n 04. 
(2) AC&’ - * 
( 3 1 A I- {a E Y’/ Run,‘l (a) E 9) for a finite automaton M = (S, C, S, so) and a 
class 9 of subsets of S. 
Proof. The equivalence of f 1 j and (2) follows from Theorem 8 and the definition 
of A?. The equivalence of (1) and {3) was shown by Staiger and Wagner LS]. Cl 
We can summarize the relation of the classes AIQ, Sf;“, f7S;^, Cl+, Cl+, O,, Cl+, IR as 
follows: 
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5. Concluding remarks 
In this paper we introduced the M-formulas associated with a finite automaton 
M, and studied classes of u-languages accepted in the ways specified by the M- 
formulas. The result can be restated in terms of ‘machine-independent’ first-order 
dew i pt ion of w-languages. 
For a given sequence II = ( L, , L, . . . , L,,, ) of regular languages (E S*, m 2 1 ), 
Ict us define IL-formulas as the first-order formulas which are constructed from the 
atomic formulas of the forms CY[~] E L (1~ p d m), t = t’, and t < t’ where t and t’ 
arc either i + n or n for an integer variable i and a natural number n. In other 
words, IL-formulas are same as the M-formulas except that th:e predicate symbols 
P,(i) (SC S) are now replaced by a[i]E L,, (1 s,ps m). For a given w-word cy over 
Z, we say under the tu-interpretation the atomic formula cy[i] E L, holds for a natural 
ru~mb~- 11 if and o;lly if the prefix a[n] of LY be!9ngs to the regular language L, 
Other synbols are interpreted exactly as before. For instance, for a regular set L, 
is an ! L)-fcrmula, which is true under the a-interpretation if and only if both 
f-i- I I-Ix c (u} and {dLJ x < a} are infinite. 
1-k a closed IL -formula C$ we define 
IWL, 4,) =(a E Y/J, is true under the cr-interpretation}. 
Finally He define the types 2::‘” and II::‘” ( n 2 0) of IL -formulas in prenex normal 
form as in the case of 1: and 17f (except that ‘M-formulas are now replaced by 
‘1 -formulas’). Under these definitions He can easily se2 the following. 
I I ) For a given finite automaton M and a closed M-formula d, of type X!F (or 
IlfP ), there exists a sequence IL = (L I, L, . . . , L,,) of regular languages and an 
:! -formula &’ of type 1::” (or ZIFg) such that A(M, 4) = A@_, d’). 
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(2) Conversely for a given sequence ll = (L,, I&, . . . , L,) of regular languages 
and a closed IL-formula t$ of type ZFg (or II?&) one can construct a finite automaton 
A4 and an M-formula 4’ of type Zfp (or I7t) such that A&, C#J) = A(M, 4’). 
Therefore we can get characterizations of IF& and its subclasses Ul+nQ& O,, UD2, 
03n04, 03, O4 by means of L-formulas of the types Z-yg and nrg exactly as before. 
This can be seen as a generalization of the characterization (or definition) of Q1 - 0, 
stated in terms of regular languages: 
AdI+ H A=(a~P’13i (a[i]~L)}, 
AdI e A={twYIVi (a[i]~L)}, 
AE& H A={a~Y(Wi3j (i<jux[j]eL)}, 
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